Lesson 177 Fusion With Him

Your time with Me is a holy time. It is a time set aside for you to join with Me in a union of our spirits, a fusion. Intimacy is grown, felt in this time of silence. Allow yourself to lose touch with all else and become one with Me. No self, no preoccupied-ness, no agenda on your part. Just a time for us. Much coming, much will be borne in this intimacy, in that you can rest assured. That is all for now, go in peace.

Introduction

Today’s lesson is about the union of our spirits with the Lord. It is about fusion with Him. You may remember the article on fusion from the Take His Heart website. It is described like this:

In the first scene we see golden people all focused on what Jesus is doing, represented by the white in the center of the narrow path. In the center of the narrow path is the Corporate Flow Chart as explained in other articles on this site. Jesus was moving rather rapidly on that path and the only way I could depict this was with a white blur, which is almost what I saw. I did see him moving in the blur or streak in the vision.

The Lord gives a command to the corporate body and in perfect unison they turn to the direction Jesus was moving up the path.
Then like lightening they are imploded into the Lord, as the sequence demonstrates.

In the implosion scene of the *Narrow Golden Path* the color cannot be depicted correctly. It was intense, clear white, transparent, as refined gold becomes transparent in its purest form.

Bringing this all together we see that this body finally obeyed a very important command of the Lord, as a corporate group. Our eyes finally became focused on what the Lord wanted, all at the same time! We had finally acted in faith, corporately, concerning the command. I remember the Lord saying, "You cannot be married to me and not be focused on what I am doing!"
God says that in a marriage the two become one. This sequence certainly reveals this to be true. The *Bride of Christ* is a corporate body so it has to be done corporately! It doesn't work if one person is not in unity with what the Lord commands.

Therefore in today’s lesson we will focus on this union of our spirits; yes we will fix our eyes on finally becoming one with Him. The Lord opened this message with these words, when He said:

Your time with Me is a holy time.

In this passage I think the Lord is speaking to us about mindsets and attitudes. Basically, I think He is saying, this is a holy time. This isn’t the time for anything else other than Your God Jesus. It’s a holy time to be shared with Him. The Lord has taught us about mindsets and attitudes on the Take His Heart website, for example:

We are talking about meetings, we need to remember it is the acts of a woman that determine whether she is a bride or a harlot. The three main spots God revealed that are on the body of Christ all have to do with acts. So now we delve into acts and attitudes, both individually and corporately concerning meetings, which have to do with government making us harlotrous or a spotless bride towards the Lord.

And from the Rhema word:

10/08/13 - My Bride is attentive. My Bride longs to draw near to Me. I Am the desire of her heart. Rejoice in our closeness. I say rejoice! Union and fellowship with your God Jesus is good. Continue to walk in this. Focus, focus, focus and see how I move in you and in others.


05/26/14 – Union, My Beloved, always at My side.

05/29/14 - Sit with Me. (Waiting in silence I saw Jesus sit down as I sat with Him) clearly I present Myself -Reverence - holiness in All - I command it. I delight in My Bride.
05/30/14 - Spirit lifting. Walk with me. Distractions are the enemy. Stay focused. We are so close. My unit coming together. Glorified, Mightily. My bride, my beloved.

05/31/14 - Worship Me often for there is Power in Praise/ You must seek after Me. I am there waiting to be found. Teach them to meet with Me. I desire to meet with each, one on one, and have a relationship. Teach them the importance of getting My agenda. How will they get My agenda if they don't meet with Me?

06/02/14 - You are holy, I AM holy, You must become planted in Me.

The amazing part of what we just read is the obvious desire that the Lord has for each one of us. Yes, it is His desire for us to walk with Him. It is His desire for us to sit with Him. It is His desire for us to be united with Him (acts and attitudes). Yes, we are close but He would like for us to become closer still.

**January 10th God Calling Eventide** - Hush your spirit still more in My Presence. Self dies, not by human combat, not necessarily by supplicatory prayer, but by the consciousness of My Presence, and of My Spirit-values. Thus self shrivels into lifelessness, into nothingness. It is so necessary to dwell with Me, to draw so close to Me, in an understanding as complete as it is possible for man to realize.

Do you not see now the need for the training and discipline I have enjoined on you? They are vital in that they attune your being to the consciousness of My Mind and Purpose. When this Mind is in you, that is in Me, you are able to penetrate the outer courts of the Temple, and in the very Holy of Holiesto grasp the meaning that lay behind all I said and did and was.

Sacrifice all for this. Your work has to be inspired. Where can you find inspiration but in My Presence?

Consequently, in today's lesson the Lord is encouraging us to continue to meet with Him so that our intimacy might grow but first we have to get our acts and attitudes right. This is important because as He put it, much will be borne in this intimacy, in other words, much will be produced because of it. And ultimately what we will find is that it is
important because it increases our understanding of His Mind and Purposes (as noted above). Therefore let’s move forward in today’s lesson exploring all that the Lord has to say.

**A Fusion**

We opened the introduction section with an excerpt from the Take His Heart website. It was about corporate fusion with the Lord. What it showed is that the Lord gave Roy a vision to help us understand the concept of fusing with Him. Yes, that article underscored the importance of being focused on the Lord and what He wants. But what I believe the Lord wants us to concentrate on right now, is that we can have fusion with Him, on an individual basis, as well. For example, when the Lord was speaking of taking time to be with Him (like in a meeting), He said,

*It is a time set aside for you to join with Me in a union of our Spirits, a fusion.*

And then when we read many of His messages, we can see how they can be speaking to us, *both* on an individual and corporate basis, as well! For example:

01/20/14- The individual is an individual but he is a part of the whole as well. You have a relationship singly with Me; yet you have one through your family, as well. And then you have one corporately too. All the aspects, all the many elements of our relationship must be nurtured. One cannot be neglected for the other. It is just as I said, you will be judged individually but as a nation as well. This is because all the many elements of our relationship, these must all be nurtured and walked righteously in too! Moving forward in life involves keeping the correct balance.

03/31/14 Experience the depths of Me. Go deeper, go to the very depths of Me. Focus, it takes focus. It takes concentration. It takes silence. Offer up yourself, absorb My nature and My character. Be single-minded. Clothe yourself in all that you are familiar with about Me. Let Me envelop you. Immerse our conjoined Spirits. Take communion with Me this day. Take it and become one with Me. Intimacy is a must. Allow our elements to mix and then breathe Me in and for that moment our union will be complete. Do this and I will be well pleased.
04/15/14 - Sacrifice self, bury it and arise in Me. Yes, lesson well learned indeed. Keep reading and studying. Allow Me to be the head. Allow Me to lead. Follow My guidance. Have complete trust and faith in Me. Don’t speak negative words, speak positive. Take communion today and allow our elements to mix, allow fusion. Submission, silence, sacrifice remember this.

05/28/14 - Totally immersed you are in Me. Nothing can separate us. You will never lack. I give you all. I know your heart, mind and thoughts. I AM there giving when you think it. Focus. Stay with Me. I love you.

06/03/14 - Listen and you will hear/ I speak to the mind and soul of man it is from there you hear Me/ Always make time to fellowship with Me within your Holy temple/ No meeting, No Bride/ I desire direct fellowship with My saints, come unto Me all who would have Me as their King/ Keep perfecting silence, keep listening within I will be merciful to your efforts.

Consequently, the acts and attitudes portrayed in the messages above, these can we walked out, either individually or corporately; i.e. we can be totally immersed in Him in either scenarios. In fact just recently on May 25th the Lord said,

05/25/14 - Unite with Me. Fusion I bring.

So remember what He is saying here is that Our eyes should finally became focused on what the Lord wants because "You cannot be married to Him and not be focused on what He is doing!" As we move forward in perfect unison with Him, then it is at this point that fusion occurs, and like lightening we are imploded into the Lord. When we unite with the Lord, then fusion begins.

Intimacy in Silence

In the last section of the lesson we talked about fusion or unity with the Lord. We discovered that there are many elements that help to bring this about. For example we learned the importance of having the correct acts and attitudes. We learned that this is important, for us to be focused on what He is doing. And in this section we will learn
more about intimacy with the Lord. For example from the Take His Heart website, we have this:

Getting back to all of the meetings in general, God has dealt with us through the years about reverence to Him and getting rid of the worldly things before a meeting.

(Remember we began today’s message with, Your time with Me is a holy time.)

He has constantly talked about unity (corporate) in doing things His way. It isn't so hard individually but corporately it is quite another thing. Getting rid of "self" is key as an individual and when this is accomplished, it is easy for that individual to do it corporately.

At a meeting in April, 2004, a person saw, and recorded, some symbols. One of them was a barrel on wheels. She didn't know if it had the oil of the Holy Spirit in it or if it was ink. We had no idea why she saw this, but we were soon to learn that God was going to use it to confirm some things.

God had been teaching us more and more about our meetings and I had learned that the meetings were supposed to be His. Then in another meeting on April 14th, the same person saw a courtroom with pillars of white marble and white curtains. In the vision she entered this courtroom knowing she had to be quiet. She then saw that same oil barrel on wheels, and it was drawing a line around the inside of the room where we were. She then reported that the court room atmosphere is the way our meetings are to be - like a King's court! The line being drawn around the room has to do with, "He gives boundaries so we can find Him!" God had just set another boundary concerning our meetings. He did it in a big way because it is that important!

In a court room all the talk is very low, even though people are preparing for the judge to appear. When the judge appears, all talking is basically stopped. Nothing is done unless the judge initiates it.

Therefore, the Lord has confirmed that we can have unity with Him. This can be achieved both individually and corporately, but first we have to make sure that we have reverence for Him (understanding that time spent with Him, this is a holy time). In other words, this reverence we have for Him, we express this reverence through our acts and attitudes. Are they harlotrous or are they those of a spotless bride?
There must also be a court room atmosphere present when we meet with Him. And it is at this point that we are brought to the next portion of today’s message, which was delivered to us through this:

Intimacy is grown, felt in this time of silence.

As explained above, all talking is basically stopped as if we were in a King's court. It is in this atmosphere that intimacy is grown. The Lord has had a lot to say about silence. Here are just a few of them from the current Rhema word:

05/28/14 – Our silence co-mingles.
05/28/14 - Your silence is pleasing continue to produce.
05/28/14 - Frequent silence, how much I could do in everyone's silence/ Make time to be silent before Me/ See the need of true silence and make it available for Me to work.
06/01/14 - Offer silence up to The Lord.
06/01/14 - Stand and follow My protocols of silence. Silence in your thoughts is just as important as your physical silence. Stay in this.
06/02/14 - Lift silence.
06/02/14 - Do not doubt Me hear clearly what I say/ My people must perfect their silence as well listening/ Much I have to say to the listening vessel/ Be responsive let's communicate with each other this is the intimacy I desire.
06/03/14 - Keep perfecting silence, keep listening within I will be merciful to your efforts.
06/04/14 - You are on the right track/ Continue to seek the perfection of silence in this I am honored/ Share once you have mastered silence your technique/ Do not doubt you will perfect silence practice makes perfect.

Just from these few messages we can see the importance of silence. And back in December of last year the Lord in fact said this:

12/23/13 - Continue to go deeper in silence. Practice makes perfect. I have much to explain in the silence. Much is accomplished in silence. I AM teaching the silence. Each facet important. As silence increases facets are discovered. Continue to press forward in
the silence. One in your God Jesus. This is the intimacy I desire. My Beloved one in your God Jesus.

Yes, Intimacy is grown, felt in this time of silence. Consequently, one could say that union or unity comes from this time of silence when we become One in your God Jesus. And the Lord added that He longs for this time we spent together as noted thusly:

05/24/14 - I long for this time together. Therefore we must:

December 20th God Calling Eventide - Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight His Path. Must you not do this before you see His coming? Must you not be content to clear a way for Me, leaving it to Me to pass along it when I will? This is My way and work for you, one of silent, unapplauded preparation. Preparation not for your work but for Mine. Your feet shod with the Gospel of Peace. Yes, the preparation must first be made in your own heart. If unrest is there, nothing can make you well shod.

The Lord did not say that intimacy is automatic. He did not say that it was spontaneous. No, the Lord said that Intimacy is grown, and what we have discovered here is that intimacy grows as we clear a way for Him.

A Time for Us

In the last section of the lesson we learned that we must clear a way for the Lord. We must do this in order for intimacy to grow. Here are a few steps as outlined by the Lord that will help us in this endeavor. He said:

Allow yourself to lose touch with all else and become one with Me. No self, no preoccupied-ness, no agenda on your part. Just a time for us.

In the bible we are told to:

Colossians 3:2 Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on earth.
Or more recently the Lord explained it through words like these:

03/25/14 - Leave. Leave at the door your worries. Your plans. Take My hand. Don’t look back.
05/20/14 - Present yourself holy. Place all interactions in My hands. Let Me bless them. Continue the purge. Get it cleaned up.
05/23/14 - Truly united. Many distractions. Many temptations. You see them. Mighty. Alert. Victory is the result. Stay alert. Focus. Come rest in Me. I give you all you need. This is our time.
05/26/14 - Do not be swayed. Stay the course. You are on the right path. The enemy puts obstacles and distractions. Learn. Put on your armor. Neglect not. I AM has spoken. Willingness. Willingly. Remove I the hindrances. You are loved. Know this. My river flows, catch it.
05/28/14 - Push self away and enter in.
05/28/14 - Keep focus sharp. Distractions abound. Focus focus focus.
05/28/14 - Come before Me, enter into My Presence, leave all else at the door and focus entirely on Me. This is your time to show reverence and respect. This is the time that has been set aside for you to listen. Don’t come to Me with an agenda. Come with a clear mind and come in silence. Be quiet and listen to the Lord speak with you. There is purpose in this. Do this and I will be well pleased. That is all for now, go in peace remembering the importance of meeting with Me.
05/29/14 - You miss details when you envolve emotions.
05/30/14 - Distractions are the enemy. Stay focused.
05/31/14 - remove self / silence / remove self / no agenda - no pre-thought / My Will, My Will/ absolute / absolutes.
06/01/14 - Every step be aware. Like the walk to Calvary. Each step a choice. Not forced. Buy willingly. Willingness followed by action. Lose the self.
06/01/14 - You are one with Us. We are One. (I saw two identical eagles flying side by side then becoming one). From parrot to eagle. The earthly to the spiritual.
06/01/14 - If only you knew the depths of silent lips and minds; the depths of what it allows Me; this is not the place to be asking or thinking questions.
What all these passages are telling us is that we need to lose touch with all else and become one with Me. This is how intimacy will grow. Therefore, we’ll get rid of all distractions and we will stay focused on Him.

December 22nd God Calling Eventide - A hush fell on the earth at My first coming. In the still hours of night I came. A silence broken only by the angels' song of praise.

So in the fret and turmoil of the world's day let that hush fall. A hush so complete that the soft footfall of your Master may not pass unnoticed. Forget the blows of life, and its adverse conditions, so that you may be ever sensitive to the touch of My Hand on your brow.

For a time you may put aside the loves of earth, and your human friendships, so that the vibrations from the heart of the Eternal may stir your hearts, and strengthen your lives.

Consequently, we are to lay all else down that we may become more sensitive to the Lord’s calling. Yes, in the bible we have been taught to put down anything and everything that ensnares or weighs us down.

And we have instead been taught to look unto Jesus. The bible says we are to keep our focus on Him, the author and finisher of our faith.

Psalm 1:1-2 Blessed is the man Who walks not in the counsel of the ungodly, Nor stands in the path of sinners, Nor sits in the seat of the scornful; But his delight is in the law of the Lord, And in His law he meditates day and night.

Hebrews 12:1-2 Therefore we also, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which so easily ensnares us, and let us run with endurance the race that is set before us, looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith, who for the joy that was set before Him endured the cross, despising the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.

Our goal then is to keep our focus on Jesus. Our goal is to lose touch with all else and become one with Him. This is how intimacy will grow, by us making sure that we have
set aside Just a time for us, with no distractions, with no self, by focusing entirely on Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith.

Much Will Be Borne

In the last section of the lesson we talked about removing all distractions, basically, anything and everything that would take our focus away from the Lord. We essentially were taught the importance of leaving everything else behind to become one with Him. This last section closes this topic with a promise, it says that:

Much coming, much will be borne in this intimacy, in that you can rest assured.

So basically the Lord is telling us that much will be brought forth through this intimacy we are sharing with the Lord. He has, in fact, eluded to this promise previously through messages like these about obedience and covenants:

03/03/14 - Let’s look at covenant. It’s a contract, a union, a coming together of two parties. The rules of the contract or the union are established or offered up by one and agreed to by the other. It is then walked out by both parties (fulfilling their end of the agreement). I have established My covenants with man. Yet I have given you free will so that you can choose to either walk in covenant with Me or not. If you choose not to, then I am not legally obligated to keep My part of the contract, union or agreement. This, however, is not My desire. Therefore, enter into covenant with Me and allow the two to become one in purpose and accord. Be My Bride. Walk in Brideship. This is My desire for you. And you can rest assured that the end results of this will be pleasing to you.

06/02/14 - Do not doubt Me, hear clearly what I say/ My people must perfect their silence as well listening/ Much I have to say to the listening vessel/ Be responsive, let's communicate with each other; this is the intimacy I desire/ Always obey for your good, the doors you open through disobedience are allowed open by you not force/ I know what's best and desire that for you/ Time spent together will bring us closer, you will feel connected to Me but this relationship must be nurtured with love and time spent in each other’s presence/ So much is being done just in Our meeting/ Your taking time
with Me makes this possible in the 1st place/ Continue to go forward much more is ahead/ You may go.

And then more specifically, here are some promises elicited by the Lord more recently:

05/05/14 - Be brave, Be secure in Me, Be a living testimony to My glory...My grace...My blessings, Follow My instructions carefully, I AM preparing you
05/06/14 - Blessings abound. I desire to give you all that is good and righteous. Continue on the path I have placed you on. Tire not. Continue to fight the good fight.
05/07/14 - Hallelujah. A new day has dawned. I AM setting all things right. Restoration of things taken. All things Lovely and true restored. Beautiful decision. Blessings upon correct choices.
05/09/14 - Raise hands high. My blessings are upon you. Enter into Me.
05/15/14 - So pleased that you put Me first (each day), Many blessings come from this.
05/16/14 - Blessings coming.
05/19/14 - Blessings. Be prepared to receive. Right where you are standing in Me, is My perfect will.
05/21/14 - Wonders, Behold My wonders, They were made for you to enjoy, Be positive in all your reactions today, See Me in all things, Blessings on you and your family.
06/04/14 - Keep your mind stayed on Me and you will have peace/ Blessings abound for the obedient and you are blessed/ I love you My child/ You may go.

But it’s not just about blessings, no the Lord wasn’t just talking about blessings when He said that, much will be borne in this intimacy, for example:

05/07/14 - Bombs away / blasting untruths / blowing up the enemies plans / strongholds pulverized / man’s and Satan’s / trust and thrust / My command / My ways / My truths / mountain sides are treacherous when not on My path / Zion / Oh Zion, My place of truth and light / a place of legalities / My Bride stands there / My Married Bride.
05/14/14 - you are called as one / take back what is Mine / the Kingdom is taken by force / My ways produce / you are My instruments in the earth.
05/16/14 - Blessings coming / portals important / the battle is raging (knew it was in the spirit realm) / man unsuspecting / My Bride knows / speak not conjecture / word’s powerful / clean them up / see the importance / My Bride, My ways, My truths / slow to speak / think, think, think / aline with Me / totally aline / we have the victory / word’s are key

05/22/14 - Steadfast / good and bad things are coming / steadfast be / Oh, that My people would listen / mindsets block / it’s a spiritual war / you know what prevails / the same that prevails in heaven.

05/28/14 - understanding coming / growing / relax in Me / relax / walk in My peace.

05/30/14 - My secrets / My Bride / My pleasure / all for a purpose / much more to come / revelations / insights / expansion of knowledge / understandings / truth always prevails / truth is freeing / I am Truth / pure truth.

Therefore when the Lord says that much will be borne in this intimacy, then He is saying that not only will blessing come as a result of this intimate relationship with Him, but we will also have victory. We will blow up the enemy’s plans, His strongholds. We will destroy untruths. We will take the Kingdom by force. Yes, good things are coming, like understanding and peace. The Lord’s secrets will be revealed and His beloved Bride is being brought forth through this very same intimacy as we become one with Him.

Numbers 6:24-27 "The Lord bless you and keep you; The Lord make His face shine upon you, And be gracious to you; The Lord lift up His countenance upon you, And give you peace."
' "So they shall put My name on the children of Israel, and I will bless them."

Summation

Today’s lesson has been about the union of our spirits with the Lord through fusion with Him. In other words we learned to fix our eyes on becoming one with Him. Through this lesson the Lord spoke to us about mindsets, acts and attitudes. He taught us that time shared with Him, that this is a holy time, a time of reverence. It should not be about anything else, primarily because it is a time that is supposed to be set aside for Him and Him alone.
He helped us to understand that when we meet with Him, well, He is to have our full attention. We are to remove all distractions, emotions, anything that will take our focus away from Him. We learned that this can only truly happen in a court room type of atmosphere. All talking has to stop like it would in a king’s court. What we learned then is that silence is very important when it comes to obtaining intimacy with the Lord.

So basically we learned that this is how intimacy will grow, by us making sure that we have set aside Just a time for us, with no distractions, with no self, by focusing entirely on Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith. This message was delivered to us today through these words:

Your time with Me is a holy time. It is a time set aside for you to join with Me in a union of our spirits, a fusion. Intimacy is grown, felt in this time of silence. Allow yourself to lose touch with all else and become one with Me. No self, no preoccupied-ness, no agenda on your part. Just a time for us. Much coming, much will be borne in this intimacy, in that you can rest assured. That is all for now, go in peace.

And finally it should be remembered that all our time with the Lord is holy. It is holy because it is time spent with Him whether He reveals anything to you or not. Why just the merely closeness, the very intimacy of His presence, this gives so much to those who wait in silence with Him. Just as noted below:

**December 10th God Calling** - There may be many times when I reveal nothing, command nothing, give no guidance. But your path is clear, and your task, to grow daily more and more into the knowledge of Me. That this quiet time with Me will enable you to do.

I may ask you to sit silent before Me, and I may speak no word that you could write. All the same that waiting with Me will bring comfort and Peace. Only friends who understand and love each other can wait silent in each other's presence.

And it may be that I shall prove our friendship by asking you to wait in silence while I rest with you, assured of your Love and understanding. So wait, so love, so joy.
And I would like to close with these words from the Lord. They are a simple reminder of that our aim should be to walk in perfect unison with Him.

06/04/14 - The place of My dwelling, this is holy because I am holy. Where you meet with Me, this is holy because I am there. It is the Holy of Holies because the Holy of Holies is there in that place. Everything about your Lord God is holy. When you walk with Him, you must realize, that you are walking with holiness; therefore, your actions, your demeanor, these should be a reflection of His holiness, His glory. Keep His commandments. Keep His judgments. Walk with Your God Jesus. Make it your aim to be Holy just as He is holy. Learn from Him. Reflect His glory. That is all for now, go in peace.

May the Lord Bless You and Keep You in this,
Cindy
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